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now a union is pressuring companies and elected officials to allow all block technology to be accessible to everyone. they need our help. you can start by sending the petition at endrobocalls.org. the names are delivered to the federal communications commission in support of the call-blocking technology. but your legislators in washington need to hear from you, too. let them know how these calls affect your daily life and you want every opportunity available to shut them down. i'm investigator joe doocy. have a great day. you've got a problem, let me know. >>> two arizona hospitals rank among the nation's best. banner university medical center in tucson and phoenix cracked the top 100 greatest hospitals in the u.s. in case you're not familiar with the new designations, that's the former unc in tucson. now called university americans, or we should say banner university. becker's hospital review compiled the rankings based on the quality of medical facilities, and the care provided to patients. >>> one in four children in arizona don't know where their next meal is going to come from. oftentimes the problem gets worse when the kids are out of school. >>> yeah. pretty powerful statistic there. the saint mary's food bank alliance says the number of donations usually drops big time this time of year. what's even worse is that the needs increase as kids leave school for the summer. so now the group is teaming one walmart to try and help solve that problem.
you can make a donation the next time you're at the register, or you can also purchase one of 240 specially marked products, and donation goes right to the food bank. >> most people have that misconception. nine people say, "it's phoenix. there's probably poor kids in phoenix, but there aren't poor kids in gilbert or chandler." it's shocking the amount of folks that need food. >> do not forget about social media. if you are on twitter, if you tweet, put on facebook or instagram a photo of six people with the hash tag we spark change, walmart will donate ten dollars to feeding america. doesn't get easier than that. you can head to our web site, abc15.com. >>> i promise you a very nice sunrise. you see that nice orange glow. there we have a few thin clouds left over from the rain and storms we actually tracked yesterday through parts of the high country yesterday afternoon, if summer. a very nice start to our day. but dry conditions in the valley. we're going to stay dry as we go through the day. plan on sunny to mostly cloudy skies today. your most accurate forecast for the rest of day -- mid-80s by lunchtime. not sure you want to do lunch on a patio. might be a little warm for you. by 4:00, we top out at 90 degrees. that's above average this time of year. our temperatures will eventually start to trend down. now we'll get some occasional breezes in the valley today, winds between 5 and 15 miles per hour. not too strong, though., the breezes, though, will kick up rather across the
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Full Text: property value increases... at five percent a year. as an example... this new law will cause the chino valley fire district... to cut 300 thousand dollars this year. 3 two arizona hospitals... are named two of the best in the country. banner university medical center tucson... and banner university medical center phoenix... were named among the 100 greatest in america. that's according to a new list from becker's hospital review. both hospitals are part of the university of arizona's medicine division. the becker's list includes hospitals that develop scientific breakthroughs... and provide best in class care to patients. 3 the mesa city council is looking to add new members to it's advisory boards. the city is looking for experts who have experience in making decisions on major projects. some of the advisory boards include the housing and community development board... and the museum and cultural advisory board. if you're interested... you can apply online... at mesa-dot-gov. the application deadline is 3 3 3 3 it was only a matter of time before the arizona cardinals and adrian wilson reunited. they both parted ways two years ago... and apparently 12 years together is too much to be forgotten. so... wilson signed a one day contract with the team yesterday... so he could retire as a cardinal. wilson was a five time pro bowler... and helped lead the cards to a super bowl appearance. the cards plan to induct wilson into the team's ring of honor this upcoming season. 3 3 coming up... a 3 valley jean company is closing its doors... which means really big discounts for shoppers! plus... an arizona woman comes up big... in the boston marathon. and then... an investigation underway in maryland... after a man dies in police custody. now... his family wants to know how it happened. 3 3
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but your legislators in Washington need to hear from you, too. Let them know how these calls affect your daily life and you want every opportunity available to shut them down. I'm investigator Joe Doocy. Have a great day. You've got a problem, let me know. >>> two Arizona hospitals rank among the nation's best. Banner University Medical Center in Tucson and Phoenix cracked the top 100 greatest hospitals in the U.S. in case you're not familiar with the new designations, that's the former UNC in Tucson. Now called University Americans, or we should say Banner University. Becker's Hospital Review compiled the rankings based on the quality of medical facilities, and the care provided to patients. >>> one in four children in Arizona don't know where their next meal is going to come from. Oftentimes the problem gets worse when the kids are out of school. >> Yeah. Pretty powerful statistic there. The Saint Mary's Food Bank Alliance says the number of donations usually drops big time this time of year. What's even worse is that the needs increase as kids leave school for the summer. So now the group is teaming one Walmart to try and help solve that problem. You can make a donation the next time you're at the register, or you can also purchase one of 240 specially marked products, and donation goes right to the Food Bank. >> Most people have that misconception. Nine people say, "It's Phoenix. There's probably poor kids in Phoenix, but there aren't poor kids in Gilbert or Chandler." It's shocking the amount of folks that need food. >> Do not forget about social media. If you are on Twitter, put on Facebook or Instagram a photo of six people with the hashtag we spark change, Walmart will donate ten dollars to Feeding America. Doesn't get easier than that. You can head to our website, ABC15.com. >>> I promise you a very nice sunrise. You see that nice orange glow. There we have a few thin clouds left over from the rain and storms we actually tracked yesterday through parts of the high country yesterday afternoon, if summer, a very nice start to our day. But dry conditions in the valley, we're going to stay dry as we go through the day. Plan on sunny to mostly cloudy skies today. Your most accurate forecast for the rest of the day -- mid-80s by lunchtime. Not sure you want to do lunch on a patio. Might be a little warm for you. By 4:00, we top out at 90 degrees. That's above average this time of year. Our temperatures will eventually start to trend down. Now we'll get some occasional breezes in the valley today, winds between 5 and 15 miles per hour. Not too strong, though. The breezes, though, will kick up rather across the
Now a union is pressuring companies and elected officials to allow all block technology to be accessible to everyone. They need our help. You can start by sending the petition at endrobcalls.org. The names are delivered to the federal communications commission in support of the call-blocking technology. But your legislators in Washington need to hear from you, too. Let them know how these calls affect your daily life and you want every opportunity available to shut them down. I'm investigator Joe Doocy. Have a great day. You've got a problem, let me know.

>>> Two Arizona hospitals rank among the nation's best.
Banner University Medical Center in Tucson and Phoenix cracked the top 100 greatest hospitals in the U.S. in case you're not familiar with the new designations, that's the former UNC in Tucson, now called University Americans, or we should say Banner University. Becker's Hospital Review compiled the rankings based on the quality of medical facilities, and the care provided to patients. >>> One in four children in Arizona don't know where their next meal is going to come from. Oftentimes the problem gets worse when the kids are out of school. >> Yeah, pretty powerful statistic there. The Saint Mary's Food Bank Alliance says the number of donations usually drops big time this time of year. What's even worse is that the needs increase as kids leave school for the summer. So now the group is teaming one Walmart to try and help solve that problem. You can make a donation the next time you're at the register, or you can also purchase one of 240 specially marked products, and donation goes right to the food bank. >> Most people have that misconception. Nine people say, "It's Phoenix. There's probably poor kids in Phoenix, but there aren't poor kids in Gilbert or Chandler." It's shocking the amount of folks that need food. >> Do not forget about social media. If you are on Twitter, if you tweet, put on Facebook or Instagram a photo of six people with the hash tag we spark change, Walmart will donate ten dollars to Feeding America. Doesn't get easier than that. You can head to our website, abc15.com. >>> I promise you a very nice sunrise. You see that nice orange glow. There we have a few thin clouds left over from the rain and storms we actually tracked yesterday through parts of the high country yesterday afternoon, if summer. A very nice start to our day, but dry conditions in the Valley. We're going to stay dry as we go through the day. Plan on sunny to mostly cloudy skies today. Your most accurate forecast for the rest of day -- Mid-80s by lunchtime. Not sure you want to do lunch on a patio. Might be a little warm for you. By 4:00, we top out at 90 degrees. That's above average this time of year. Our temperatures will eventually start to trend down. Now we'll get some occasional breezes in the Valley today, winds between 5 and 15 miles per hour. Not too strong, though. The breezes, though, will kick up rather across the...
property value increases... at five percent a year. as an example... this new law will cause the
chino valley fire district... to cut 300 thousand dollars this year. 3 3 two arizona hospitals... are named two
of the best in the country. banner university medical center tucson... and banner university medical
center phoenix... were named among the 100 greatest in america. that's according to a new list from
becker's hospital review. both hospitals are part of the university of arizona's medicine division. the becker's
list includes hospitals that develop scientific breakthroughs... and provide best in class care to patients. 3 3
the mesa city council is looking to add new members to it's advisory boards. the city is looking for experts
who have experience in making decisions on major projects. some of the advisory boards include the
housing and community development board... and the museum and cultural advisory board. if you're
interested... you can apply online... at mesa-dot-gov. the application deadline is 3 3 3 3 it was only a matter
of time before the arizona cardinals and adrian wilson reunited. they both parted ways two years ago... and
apparently 12 years together is too much to be forgotten. so... wilson signed a one day contract with the
team yesterday... so he could retire as a cardinal. wilson was a five time pro bowler... and helped lead the
cards to a super bowl appearance. the cards plan to induct wilson into the team's ring of honor this
upcoming season. 3 3 coming up... a 3 valley jean company is closing its doors... which means really big
discounts for shoppers! plus... an arizona woman comes up big... in the boston marathon. and then... an
investigation underway in maryland... after a man dies in police custody. now... his family wants to know
how it happened. 3 3
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